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"The absence of flaw in beauty is itself a flaw." Havelock Ellis’s epigram sums up Dove's Campaign 
for Real Beauty.  The campaign allies Dove's product marketing with pictures of real women rather 
than flawless models. It challenges people to consider if the images of beauty used in advertising, 
featuring young women with conventionally perfect figures, have come to define beauty.  

The campaign was the impetus for Dove's commissioning "The Real Truth About Beauty: A Global 
Report" (PDF), a study on women’s perception of beauty, which came out in September 2004. The 
report was based on data obtained from 3,200 women, ranging in age from 18 to 64 around the 
world. Across the board, only 4 percent of women self-identified as beautiful. The report found 
"women around the world are most comfortable using the words natural (31 percent) or average 
(29 percent) to describe their looks." Also, nearly half of all women (47 percent) rated their body 
weight as "too high." 

One month later, Unilever's Dove brand made history by setting up the first interactive billboard in 
Times Square. The billboard asked passersby to vote on questions and the vote results appeared on 
the billboard itself. The question was: "Will society ever accept old can be beautiful?" 

Dove revived its billboard last month by reaching out to women to invite them to contribute their 
pictures and to share them via social networks. Every woman who uploaded a photo will appear in a 
Dove ad, including online ads and the Times Square billboard. "Women will be able to search for 
their ad and share it with family and friends so everyone can see their 'spotlight moment,' " the 
company said. 

Dove used email to contact women in the greater New York area to invite them for "Real Women, 
Real Fun" at the Dove Real Beauty Studio in New York April 19 to 21. Incentives included photos by 
a professional photographer, placement on Dove's Times Square billboard, sample Dove products, a 
preview of styles for spring and summer, and free gifts. 

Women outside the area were also invited to participate by uploading their photos over the web. 
Dove even offered women who did not want to submit a picture the option of participating by 
"Tweeting @Dove telling the brand when their skin feels its most beautiful using hashtag 
#BeautifulSkinwatching," or just looking for women they know in the "photo mosaic"  
at Dove.com/ShowUsYourSkin, where a live webcam shows the billboard. 

The billboard flashes different pictures of women in the center with a first name, last initial, and 
state abbreviation over the caption "Your Beautiful Skin Deserves To Be Shared." Beneath that, the 
billboard alternatively shows, "Call **Dove To Join The Campaign" and 
"Dove.com/ShowUsYourSkin," offering  women who want to upload their photos to the site and the 
billboard a choice of  texting on their mobile phones or accessing the web. 

Dove has over 7 million people registered as liking the brand on Facebook, with nearly 183,000 
talking about it. Its latest marketing has garnered many favorable tweets, some of which link to 
"The Ad Makeover," a Facebook application for women in Australia featured in this YouTube video: 
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While the message of that app is very positive with respect to body image, it has gotten some 
negative press. Business Insider said that the video misrepresents the way it works. Despite claims 
to the contrary in the video, the user-generated positive ads do not replace existing ads that are 
based on finding fault with one’s body, and the ads cannot be delivered to one’s friends. 

What Dove can do to turn the negative into a positive is to include an option for individuals to send 
the ad they’ve designed to their friends directly. Of course, it still can’t take the place of ads that 
other companies have paid for, but it can function as a virtual greeting card would. 

In fact, Dove could use that to its advantage if it were to tack on a Dove coupon to such messages, 
rather like the coupons that Coke sent through a Facebook app in 2011. That would be an even 
greater incentive for women to share with friends who would then be inclined to buy Dove products: 
a beautiful solution to the flaw in Dove's marketing plan. 
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